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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction on issues related to offshore safety assessment, decision
making techniques used to carry out offshore safety analysis, and the three suggested safety-based
design-decision support frameworks.
A general discussion on the current status of offshore safety assessment is covered in Chapter 2.
A safety-based design-decision support system is thoroughly expounded in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 introduces the concepts of fuzzy logic and Delphi method to demonstrate their potential
application in safety modelling.
The background theory of approximate reasoning and evidential reasoning methods is furbished
for MADM (multiple attribute decision making) model development is described in Chapter 5.
Three major safety-based design-decision frameworks developed in the project are described in
detail and a short briefing on four other approaches is also provided in Chapters 6.
Other approaches that have been developed in the project are outlined in Chapter 7.
The concluding remarks are given in Chapter 8.
Finally, a list of publications arising from the project is provided in Appendix 1.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the cost of construction, operation and maintenance estimates in the multi-millions of
pounds, the offshore industry is seeking ways of reducing both the time and money spent to
provide the high-quality offshore structures needed to support the oil and gas extraction and
production. Most real world design evaluation and safety-based decision support combine
quantitative and qualitative (linguistic) variables. Decision-making based on conventional
mathematics that combines qualitative and quantitative concepts always exhibit difficulty in
modelling actual problems. The successful selection process for choosing a design/procurement
proposal is based on a high degree of technical integrity, safety levels and low costs in
construction, corrective measures, maintenance, operation, inspection as well as preventive
measures. However, the objectives of maximising the degree of technical performance,
maximising the safety levels and minimising the costs incurred are usually in conflict, and the
evaluation of the technical performance, safety and costs is always associated with the
uncertainty, especially for a novel system at the initial concept design stage. In this final project
report, three different modelling frameworks are described for safety-based design evaluation and
decision support. A safety model for risk analysis of offshore engineering products using
approximate reasoning and evidential reasoning approaches is described. This is followed by an
introduction to a design-decision support framework for evaluation of design options/proposals
using a fuzzy-logic-based composite structure methodology. Finally a design-decision support
framework for evaluation of design options using a composite structure methodology based on
approximate reasoning approach and evidential reasoning method is explained. The first
framework is designed for risk analysis of an engineering system having a hierarchical structure
involved in safety assessment. The other two frameworks are used for design-decision support,
using a composite structure methodology grounded in approximate reasoning approach and
evidential reasoning method. They are suggested for safety-based design evaluation of offshore
engineering products especially at the initial stages. They are multiple attribute decision-making
(MADM) or multiple criteria decision making frameworks, which provide a juxtaposition of cost,
safety, and technical performance and other objectives of a system during evaluation to assist
decision makers in selecting the winning design/procurement proposal that best satisfies the
requirement in hand. It has also been shown that the formal decision making techniques such as
Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Delpli method can be incorporated with the
proposed frameworks in carrying out design support evaluation.
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2 CURRENT STATUS OF OFFSHORE SAFETY ASSESSMENT
The report of the Cullen enquiry into the Piper Alpha disaster led to a change of policy in
offshore safety, replacing prescriptive rules with a goal-setting approach. In the UK sector there
has been a major change in philosophy in recent years, which has opened up ways for innovative
thinking and promoted the development of novel approaches/tools for safety assessment as well
as design-decision evaluation during various phases of an offshore engineering product.
Safety cases have been applied in aerospace, chemical and nuclear industries for the past two
decades. The public inquiries into the Piper Alpha and a series of other major disasters such as
Alexander Kielland and Ekofisk Bravo incidents in the North Sea have attracted a great deal of
public attention on safety and reliability issues of the offshore industry. In response to these
accidents, several new regulations were formulated by the UK HSE (Health & Safety Executive).
These include Safety Case Regulations 1992 [HSE, 1992], Prevention of fire and explosion
(PFEEF 1995) [HSE, 1995a], Management and administration regulations (MAR 1995) [HSE,
1995b] and the offshore installations and well (design and construction, etc) (DCR 1996) [HSE,
1996]. The main feature of the UK new offshore regulations is the absence of a prescriptive
regime and defining specific duties of the operator and definition as regard to what are adequate
means. The regulations set forth a high level safety objective while placing responsibilities in the
industry to set out and justify their basis for managing the risks of offshore operations. This is in
recognition of the fact that hazards related to an individual installation are specific to its function
and site operating conditions.
The responsibilities for offshore safety were transferred from the Department of Energy to the
Health & Safety Commission (HSC) acting through the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) as the
single regulatory body for offshore safety in 1990 after the Lord Cullen’s Report on the public
inquiry was published. The HSE Offshore Safety Division came into being in 1991.
In response to the findings of Piper Alpha Enquiry it launched a review of all the offshore safety
legislation and implemented changes, which sought to substitute the prescriptive legislation with
a more goal-setting regime. The mainstay of the regulations is the health and safety at work act.
In 1992 a draft of the offshore installations (safety case) regulations was produced. The
modifications were processed upon public consultation and opinion. The regulations came into
force at the end of May 1993 for new installation and November 1993 for existing installations.
A safety case covers all aspects of the safety of the process in question and specifies how the risk
involved are to be managed and minimised [Department of Energy, 1990] [HSE, 1992]. Offshore
operators should submit operational safety cases for all existing and new offshore installations for
acceptance to the Offshore Safety Division of the Health & Safety Executive (HSE). This
included both mobile and fixed installations. A safety case should be prepared to demonstrate
safety by design, to describe operational requirements, to provide for continuing safety assurance
of regular review and also to set out the contingency plans and arrangements account for
emergency response [Department of Energy, 1990]. Additionally, all new installations require a
design safety case. A safety case must demonstrate that all credible hazards with potential to
generate major accidents have been identified and adequately assessed. The associated risks from
all major accidents should be managed, and be reduced as low as reasonably practicable
(ALARP). Any modifications or changes to the installation that may affect the safety should be
identified, assessed and the measures revised to take them into account as necessary. For the UK
offshore safety case approach, the risk criteria include As Low As Reasonably Practicable
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(ALARP) and some numerical ones issued by the HSE in 1992 [HSE, 1992]. For example, the
occurrence likelihood of events causing a loss of integrity of the safety refuge should be less than
10-3 per platform year [Spouse, 1997] and the associated risk should be reduced to an ALARP
level. It should be emphasised that the application of numerical risk criteria may not always be
appropriate especially in situations where information or input data is inadequate or having a high
level of uncertainty. Accordingly, acceptance of a safety case is unlikely to be based duly on a
numerical assessment of risk.
Prevention of fire and explosion, and emergency response regulations (PFEER 1995) were
introduced in order to manage fire and explosion hazards and emergency response from
protecting persons from their effects. PFEER 1995 supports the general requirements by
specifying goals for preventive and protective measures to manage fire and explosion hazards and
to secure effective emergency response and ensure compliance with regulations by duty holder.
This also promotes the application of risk-based approaches in dealing with problems involving
fire and explosion, and emergency response.
Management and administration regulations (MAR 1995) were produced to account areas such as
notification to the HSE of changes of owner or operator, functions and powers of offshore
installation managers, etc. MAR 1995 is applied to both mobile and fixed offshore installations
excluding subsea installations.
The safety of offshore pipelines is also crucial and pipeline safety regulations (PSR 1996) were
generated to embody a single integrated, goal setting, risk based approach to regulations covering
both onshore and offshore pipelines.
After several years’ field experience on the application of the offshore safety case approach in the
UK, the safety case regulations were amended in 1996 to include the verification of safety-critical
elements. The offshore installations and wells (design and construction, etc.) regulations 1996
(DCR 1996) were introduced to deal with various stages of the life cycle of the installation. An
appropriate combination of inherent safe design, prevention, detection, control and mitigation
measures should be implemented, maintained and verified throughout the life-cycle of the
installation.
The duty holder must ensure that all safety-critical elements have been assessed from the earliest
stages of the life cycle of the installation. A verification scheme is also introduced to ensure that a
record is made of the safety-critical elements; comment on the record by an independent and
competent person is involved; a reservation expressed by such person; and such scheme is put
into effect [HSE, 1996a, b & c]. All such records are subject to the scrutiny of the HSE at any
time. DCR 1996 permits offshore operators to have more flexibility to tackle their own offshore
safety problems. Offshore operators may use various safety assessment approaches and safety
based decision-making tools to study all safety-critical elements of offshore installations and
wells to optimise safety.
Compliance with the current offshore safety regulations is achieved by employing an integrated
risk-based approach, starting from the inception of an offshore project and extending to its
various phases including project preliminary feasibility studies, concept design, construction,
commissioning, operation, maintenance, inspection, and decommissioning. Design for safety is
considered to be of paramount importance in high-tech industries. This can be accomplished by
applying various hazard identification techniques for the life-cycle of an installation and the use
of the state-of-art risk assessment methods.
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Recently, “The industry guidelines on a framework for risk related decision support” produced by
the UK Offshore Operators Association (UKOOA) and the UK Health & Safety Executive (HSE)
in 1999 [UKOOA, 1999], provides a sound basis for evaluating various options in the initial
design stages. Based on the guidelines, a design-decision support framework using a subjective
composite structure methodology is proposed for design option/proposal evaluation. The
proposed framework could be useful for a wide range of applications under various conditions. Its
major purpose is to support risk-based decision- making during the design and operation of
offshore products. It provides a solid foundation for evaluating various options that need to be
considered at the feasibility and concept selection stages of a project, especially with respect to
risks associated with major accident hazards, such as fire, explosion, impact and loss of stability.
It can be incorporated with other existing formal decision making aids such as Multi-Attributes
Utility Analysis (MAUA), Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) or decision trees if a more
detailed or quantitative analysis of the various decision alternatives is desired. It should be
emphasised that there could be significant uncertainties associated with the information and
factors that are used in the decision making process. It is essential to apply common sense,
physical laws and engineering judgements to ensure that any uncertainties are recognised and
addressed accordingly.
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3 A SAFETY-BASED DESIGN-DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM
The general procedure of single-objective linear programming is to optimise an objective function
by setting a series of constraints equations. Obviously this single-objective representation has
limitations in solving actual real world problems due to its frequently multiple-objectives
attributes. Safety-based design-decision evaluation usually involves multiple objectives and
constraints; this requires some compromise mechanisms to achieve the optimal solution in a
rational, logical and consistent manner. Classical (crisp) mathematics, which is dichotomous in
character, is difficult to apply to these problems having a high level of uncertainties in terms of
fuzziness and incompleteness, which always involve human factors, for example vagueness in
human perception, subjectivity, attitudes, goals and conceptions.
The fuzzy multiple-objective technique has been well established by mathematicians; however,
design-decision evaluation is typically a subjective process and most of the objective functions
reflect human factors, which are qualitative variables. In actual design-decision evaluation, most
problems consist of a combination of qualitative or linguistic variables and quantitative objective
functions. Therefore, conventional mathematics has difficulties in dealing with these sorts of
problems as it cannot solve problems combining both quantitative and qualitative objective
functions effectively.
The objective of safety-based design assessments during the preliminary design stage of a large
engineering system is to provide safety-related input in the process of designing and developing a
feasibly acceptable system. The concept design shall comply with the mission requirements and
commercial targets, as well as technical qualities together with the requirements given by the
regulatory bodies. At the initial design stages, there is often inadequate data or imprecise
information available when carrying out safety assessments for the system. Therefore,
conventional approaches may not be capable of modelling safety, cost aspects as well as technical
adequacy for design and operation decision support effectively and efficiently.
One of the main limitations associated with conventional methods such as Probabilistic Risk
Assessment (PRA) is the utilisation of a probability measure to evaluate uncertainty. Therefore,
much effort is required in defining and establishing probability distribution for each contributing
risk factor using historical data in many estimating relative frequencies. Since each new offshore
project is affected by different risk factors associated with a high level of innovation, accurate
knowledge of relative frequencies cannot be assumed based on the previous projects, as would be
possible in other industries such as manufacturing where events have a repetitive nature.
Uncertainty can be broadly classified into three categories, namely fuzziness, incompleteness and
randomness [Blockley, 2001]. However, most analysts take it for granted that uncertainty is a
model associated with randomness. In the appropriate circumstances, probability theory can be a
powerful tool. However, many times the type of uncertainty encountered in offshore projects does
not fit the axiomatic basis of probability theory, simply because uncertainty in these projects is
usually caused by the inherent fuzziness of the parameter estimate rather than randomness.
Uncertainty involved in real world situations is often relating to the knowledge of systems rather
than depending on chance.
One feasible way to deal with uncertainty in terms of fuzziness and incompleteness in design
evaluation is to use fuzzy set theory. The use of fuzzy production rules in fuzzy inference system,
where the conditional part and/or the conclusions contain linguistic variables can handle these
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types of uncertainty well [Zimmerman, 1991]. This greatly reduces the need for an expert, or a
safety analyst, to know the precise point at which a risk factor exists. In this context, a safety
model using approximate reasoning based on fuzzy logic approach may be more appropriate to
model the risks of the system associated with incomplete safety information. Conventional
approaches such as Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) and Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis
(FMECA) have been widely used, but often fall short in their ability to permit the incorporation
of subjective and/or vague terms as they rely heavily on supporting statistical information that
may not be available.
The design process is thus one of choosing an overall design solution, deciding on the details of
the solution and then checking that none of the undesirable occurrences occur. An assessment of
the safety of structures may be carried out on the basis of different known safety concepts such as
global safety factors, semi-probabilistic approach using partial safety factors, probabilistic
approximation solution using first and second order reliability theory, and probabilistic ‘exact’
solution [Moller et al, 1999]. Inaccuracies and statistically non-describable uncertainties are
either ignored in the application of these concepts or only accounted for approximately using
crisp bounds. Examples of typical uncertain information include:
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Loads (wind, snow, ice, traffic loading, earthquakes, etc)
Damping
Support conditions (position of the resulting bearing force, elastic bearing, degrees of fixing,
for example, to foundations or frame corners)
Composite action between steel (reinforcement or profiled steel) and concrete (transferable
forces, ductility)
Earth pressure (magnitude, distribution)
Slippage surfaces (position, sustainable forces)
Anchorage forces (magnitude, temporal changes)
Pile forces (magnitude, distribution, time dependency)
Quality (construction planning, preparatory work, construction work)
Temporal changes in the loads on a structure (serviceability)
In situ properties of construction materials
In situ properties of the structure

In the evaluation of the safety and reliability of structures, how one quantitatively grasps the
effects of uncertainty is important [Terano et al, 1997]. However, the causes of uncertainty that
one must consider, their origins, elements and other aspects are really diverse, and regardless of
what approach is applied, they are always dependent on human judgements for their
comprehensive evaluation. In another word, the lack of information and deficiencies of models
must be made up by means of the general evaluation capacity of humans, who can grasp the
essence of an object, even if it is vague and unclear. In order to make use of this kind of human
ability and to handle a wide range of structural safety and reliability, a novel qualitative safety
framework is required. Furthermore, in the early design stages of large engineering products such
as offshore topsides and offshore support structures, an efficient design option is usually selected
from several design options based on the analysis of multiple objectives such as safety, cost and
technical adequacy. The evaluation as well as selection of alternative design options is usually
carried out by a panel of experts. Therefore, synthesis of multiple designers’ opinions is required.
Often in marine and offshore engineering applications, engineers, safety analysts and managers
are asked to make decisions on the basis of widely divergent objectives. For instance, contract
proposals may be evaluated on the basis of technical merit, total cost incurred, ability to meet
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schedule requirements, and intangible attributes such as previous performance. In such situations
experts are asked to evaluate the proposals based on their experiences and engineering
judgements. Often, especially in early design stages for engineering systems with a high level of
innovation, only qualitative or vague statements can be made, such as ‘good performance’, or
‘low cost’, or ‘quite safe’. Experts then apply numerical ratings to these vague, or fuzzy terms to
assist in the evaluation. However, each of the scoring criteria may have a different degree of
importance depending on the approach of the evaluation. This relative importance must be taken
into account to assure that the best decision is made among many different alternatives.
Fuzzy logic provides a means for evaluating alternatives where the objectives and criteria are
vague and where the ranking criteria themselves vary in importance. Fuzzy logic is a subset of
conventional logic that has been extended to allow for degrees of truth, i.e., truth-values between
true and false. Fuzzy logic has been used in a variety of applications, including control systems
[Kosko, 1993][McNeil & Freiberger, 1993] [Terano et al, 1997], artificial intelligence, and
reliability analysis [Park, 1987] [Yan et al, 1998]. Fuzzy logic has been used for safety modelling
and design evaluation for marine and offshore engineering [Wang et al, 1995, 1996] [Wang,
1997] [Wang & Ruxton, 1997] [Wang et al, 2001a, b] [Wang & Kieran, 2000] [Sii, 2000] [Sii &
Wang, 2000] [Sii et al, 2001a, b, c, d].
The purpose of this final report is to provide a summary on the various novel approaches
developed in this project. They provide alternative tools for safety-based design-decision support
during evaluation of design proposals. The first safety model is designed for risk analysis of
offshore engineering products using approximate reasoning and evidential reasoning approaches.
The second framework suggested is applied for design-decision support evaluation using a fuzzylogic-based composite structure methodology. The third framework comprises of a subjective
composite structure methodology incorporating approximate reasoning approach and evidential
reasoning method for design evaluation of marine and offshore engineering systems. The last two
approaches are MADM or multiply-criteria decision-making frameworks using data/information
derived from qualitative or quantitative, or the combination of both sources for design evaluation.
The factors such as safety, cost, and technical performance of a proposal are described in
linguistic terms to address the inherent uncertainty present in the data/information sources. The
offshore industry most commonly employs a single approach in its traditional acquisition (design,
procurement, and construction) of offshore facilities, in which designers have an enormous
amount of expertise and experience. In recent years, several construction/building technologies
and practices have emerged as alternatives to traditional design and construction in meeting cost,
safety, time and quality goals of operators or owners. Alternative methods in facilities acquisition
and innovative construction technologies are finding increasing acceptance and use in
construction markets, both private and public. However, there is always a false impression within
the industry that using an alternative method is always quicker and simpler than using traditional
procurement methods. The successful process for selecting a design/build proposal requires that
the evaluation mechanism of multi-criteria and selection process be efficient, proper, and capable
of withstanding any protest, audit, or review.
Traditionally, in the marine and offshore industry, the primary objective in selecting a
design/procurement option has been to select the one with the lowest cost estimate. However, in
recent years, selection of the winning design/build proposal has been complicated by a trade-off
among safety, cost and technical performance. All future solicitation involving source selection
should be structured using safety/cost/technical considerations rather than just cost/quality.
Establishing criteria for the quantitative and qualitative selection of design/procurement
proposals, will enable designers to choose the proposal that best meets the needs described in the
solicitation.
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This report also delineates the development of two safety-based design-decision evaluation
mechanisms, where all the composite criteria concerned (i.e., safety, cost, and technical
performance) will be synthesised and integrated into a composite structure to assist decision
makers in determining the best design/procurement proposal. A proposal with a high cost may
provide a high degree of technical performance and safety levels, while a low-cost proposal may
not provide the adequate degree of technical performance or safety levels. In other words, the
objectives of maximising the degree of technical performance, safety and minimising the cost
incurred may be in conflict. In addition, the objectives may be of varying degrees of importance,
such as in the case of developing the relative weighting mechanism of technical performance,
safety and cost. Thus, the ultimate goal of selecting a design/procurement proposal is to
determine, under the different importance of objectives, which proposal best satisfies the
requirements of technical performance, safety and costs reduction (i.e., a technical performance –
versus – safety – versus – cost trade-off analysis).
In the design/procurement proposal evaluation process, the assessment of technical performance,
safety and costs is subject to uncertainty, especially with a project having a high level of
innovation without much previous experience. In this study, the uncertainties in values of the
input variables such as technical performance, safety and costs incurred and its impact on the
aggregate evaluation results are characterised by the means of approximate reasoning approach
using fuzzy-logic theory. The fuzzy-set approach, pioneered by [Zadeh, 1965], has been widely
applied to solve, with uncertain information, decision-making problems [Walson et al, 1979]
[Zimmermann, 1985], and specifically multi-criteria decision-making problems [Yager, 1977]
[Wang, et al, 1995, 1996] [Wang, 1997] [Wang & Kieran, 2000]; subjective safety assessments
and design evaluation [Sii & Wang, 2000] [Sii, 2000] [Sii et al, 2001a, b, c, d] [Wang et al,
2001a, b].
The cost estimate and technical adequacy assessment are carried out using fuzzy set theory to
represent the inherent uncertainties, then the Delphi method is applied in each case to pool
opinions from experts. The final synthesis of an offshore structure at the initial design stages in
terms of cost, safety and technical adequacy is conducted using an evidential reasoning method.
As in traditional risk analysis, the assessment is based on the failure likelihood or frequency of
occurrence, the severity of an item failure and the failure consequence probability (the probability
that consequences happen given the occurrence of the item failure). However, these parameters
are represented as members of fuzzy sets in this project, combined by matching them against
rules in a rule base, evaluated with the Mamdani-type inference system, and then normalised to
assess the safety estimates at the bottom of a hierarchical structure (individual element level).
Then the evidential reasoning approach is used to obtain the safety synthesis at the higher levels
of the hierarchy (element type and the whole system levels). The cost incurred by and technical
adequacy associated with each design option is also evaluated based on fuzzy sets by multiple
designers. Utility expressions are defined to map the safety, technical adequacy associated with
and cost incurred for each design option onto a utility space. Safety, cost and technical adequacy
objectives described in terms of the utility expressions are then synthesised to obtain the
preference description of each design option so as to rank the design options.
Apart from the above three safety-based design-decision support frameworks, several other
approaches have been produced from this project. These include:
·
·

Taguchi concept in marine and offshore safety applications [Sii et al, 2001].
Analysis of safety critical elements in offshore studies [Wang, 2000].
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·
·

A techno-economic model for producing design and operational strategies [Wang & Kieran,
2000].
A multiple criteria decision analysis method for cost and safety synthesis [Yang et al, 2001].
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4 CONCEPT OF FUZZY LOGIC & DELPHI METHOD
4.1 FUZZY LOGIC
Fuzzy logic is not itself logic which is fuzzy, but rather it is a rigorous mathematical discipline for
examining complex systems where the objectives and controlling parameters are vague or
qualitative in nature. To understand fuzzy logic one must first examine classical mathematics.
Classical set theory, the basis for most decision-making processes, allows for two options: either
something is a member of a set or it is not a member. An example of a classical or crisp set would
be the set of mammals. In this set a cat would be a member of the set whereas an emu is not.
Difficulties arise, however, when the platypus is considered in the set of mammals. The platypus
lays eggs and has a duck-like bill, yet is warm-blooded and is covered with fur. According to
classical set theory, the platypus must either be a member of the set of mammals or not a member.
However, in actual fact, the platypus is to some degree (somewhat) a mammal and to some
degree (somewhat) not a mammal, in another word, it is a partial member of this set.
Fuzzy logic, based on fuzzy set theory, accommodates such situations through the concept of
partial membership. In fuzzy set theory, developed by [Zadeh, 1965], everything is a matter of
degree. Therefore a platypus could be assigned a value indicating how much it is a member of the
set of mammals. In addition, fuzzy logic allows for a gradual transition between not being a
member of the set and being a full member of the set. Fuzziness represents situations where
membership in sets cannot be defined on a yes/no basis because the boundaries of sets are vague
[Zadeh, 1965]. The central concept of fuzzy set theory is the membership function, which
numerically represents the degree to which an element belongs to a set. In a classical set, a sharp
or unambiguous distinction exists between the members and non-members of a set. In other
words, the value of the membership function of each element in the classical set is either 1 for
members (those certainly belong into the set) or 0 for non-members (those that certainly do not).
However, in many actual cases, such as the sets of old people, what old is a vague term. One
might say, according to crisp set theory, that 60 is the dividing point between old and not-old.
Therefore, people over this age are old and those less than 60 are young. In a fuzzy set, however,
someone 55 years of age must be assigned a value of 0.6 to the set of old people, meaning that
they are somewhat old. A 90 year-old person, on the other hand, would be considered very old,
and hence be assigned a value of 1.0 for their degree of membership in the set.
On observing real world situations, the concepts of partial membership and gradual transition
between membership and non-membership are intuitive. However, when analysis based on
mathematical models is usually making use of assumptions, this inevitability forces a black or
white view of the world due to limits of conventional logic. Fuzzy logic deals with shades of
grey, allowing for partial truth, or grey areas. Since the transition from member to non-member
appears gradually rather than abruptly, the fuzzy set introduces vagueness (with the aim of
reducing complexity) by eliminating the sharp boundary dividing members of the set from nonmembers [Klir & Folger, 1988]. Thus, if an element is a member of a fuzzy set to some degree,
the value of its membership function can be between 0 and 1. When the membership function of
an element can only have value 0 or 1, the fuzzy set theory reduces to the classical set theory.
In reliability analyses it is clear that not all failures cause complete system loss. There may be
failures and degradations in the system of varying degrees. In another example, human can
exhibit behaviour in power plant operation that can drastically affect the system performance in
unpredictable ways. That behaviour can be expressed in vague or qualitative terms, but the
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behaviour is inherently difficult to quantify. Fuzzy logic can be applied to address vagueness in
these and many applications. This is contrasted with probability theory, which is commonly used
to treat imprecision. Probability theory rests on the concept that imprecision is the result of
randomness. However, in many applications, such as those discussed above, impression is not the
result of randomness alone. Hence, fuzzy logic becomes necessary to evaluate systems in which
the description is vague, qualitative, or subjective.
The concept of partial membership makes fuzzy logic ideal for application to a multi-attribute
decision-making (MADM) process. The decision maker is presented with a number of alternative
options and is asked to choose the best option. Usually the choice is not simply made on the basis
of a single objective. For instance, when a person seeks to purchase a new automobile, that
person may desire low cost; however, size, safety, comfort, and reliability may all be important
factors entering into the final decision. Ultimately, the potential buyer mentally ranks the
importance of each criterion and makes a decision on the basis of those priorities. Fuzzy logic
provides a method for quantifying such trade-offs, even if some of these factors (such as comfort
in this example) are vague, subjective, or qualitative in nature.
4.2 Application of the Delphi Method in Pooling Expert Judgement in Design Option
Assessment
Delphi is an iterative forecasting procedure characterised by three features: anonymity; iteration
with controlled feedback; and statistical response [Dickey & Watt, 1978]. The Delphi method
was first developed for market research and sales forecasting purposes [Goldfisher, 1992] from
the American defence industry. Project of Delphi was the name of a study undertaken by the
Rand Corporation for the US Air Force in the early 1950s concerning the use of expert opinion
[Robinson, 1991]. The objective of the study was to obtain the most reliable consensus of opinion
of a group of experts by a series of intensive questionnaires interspersed with controlled opinion
feedback [Linstone & Turoff, 1975].
The Delphi method can be characterised as an approach for structuring a group communication
process so that the process is effective in allowing a group of individuals as a whole to deal with
complex problems. Delphi is primarily a communication device, which is applied when the
consensus of experts on an uncertain issue, often intangible, is desired [Linstone & Turoff, 1975].
It is conducted by rounds interspersed with group opinion and information feedback in the form
of relevant statistical data.
It is vital that panel members remain unknown to one another and respond to a series of
questionnaires. The iterative nature of the procedure generates new information for panellists in
each round, enabling them to modify their assessments and project them beyond their own
subjective opinions. It can represent the best forecast available from a consensus of experts
[Corotis et al, 1981].
The Delphi approach offers an additional advantage in situations where it is important to define
areas of uncertainty or disagreement among experts. In these instances, Delphi can highlight
topics of concern and evaluate uncertainty in a quantitative manner. Group evaluation of belief
statements made by panel members is an explicit part of Delphi [Robinson, 1991]. Goldstein
(1975) correctly points out that, although the group view has a higher probability of being correct
than an individual, its success depends principally on the careful selection of the panel and the
formulation of questions. The major difficulties of Delphi, however, lie in maintaining the high
level of response and in reaching and implementing a consensus [Robinson, 1991].
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Prior to the design evaluation being performed by using the proposed composite structure. A
panel of experts is selected to carry out cost and technical performance assessments for each
design option available subjectively using linguistic variables such as ‘very low’ in capital cost,
‘average’ in system integration. Then the panel is asked to assign degree of belief for each
criterion based on the pre-defined expressions. For instance, the maintenance cost is described by
the expressions such as {‘very low’, ‘low’, ‘average’, ‘high’}. The Delphi method is used to
guide and extract the maximum amount of unbiased information from a panel of experts.
Therefore, it is appropriate to adopt the Delphi method for obtaining assessments for each
criterion for each alternative design option.
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5 DEVELOPMENT OF APPROXIMATE REASONING & MADM
MODEL BASED ON EVIDENTIAL REASONING METHOD
5.1 APPROXIMATE REASONING (FUZZY LOGIC) MODEL
Approximate reasoning and fuzzy logic are often used inter-changeably to indicate the process of
expressing imprecise or approximate concepts and relationships. Approximate reasoning or fuzzy
logic is used to create and manipulate fuzzy systems supported by the fuzzy set theory [Cox,
1999].
Fuzzy logic systems are knowledge-based or rule-based ones constructed from human knowledge
in the form of fuzzy IF-THEN rules [Wang, L. X., 1997]. An important contribution of fuzzy
system theory is that it provides a systematic procedure for transforming a knowledge base into a
non-linear mapping. A fuzzy IF-THEN rule is an IF-THEN statement in which some words are
characterised by continuous membership functions. For example, the following is a fuzzy IFTHEN rule: IF the failure rate of a hazard is frequent AND consequence severity is catastrophic
AND failure consequence probability is likely, THEN safety estimate is poor. The frequent,
catastrophic, likely and poor are characterised by the membership functions. A fuzzy system is
constructed from a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN rules.
The starting point of constructing a fuzzy logic system is to obtain a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN
rules from human experts or based on the domain knowledge. The next step is to combine these
rules into a single system. Consider the fuzzy logic system where U = U1 x U2 x … x Un Ì Rn is
the input space and V Ì R is the output space. Only the multi-input-single output case is
considered here as a multi-output system can always be decomposed into a collection of singleoutput systems.
A fuzzy knowledge/rule base consists of a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules. Specifically, the fuzzy
knowledge/rule base comprises the following fuzzy IF-THEN rules:

Ru (l ) : IF x1
Where

A1l

A1l

is

Bl

and

and ... and

xn

is

are fuzzy sets in

Anl , THEN

Ui Ì R

and

y

is

B l (1)

V Ì R , respectively, and

x = ( x1 , x2 ,..., x n ) Î U and y Î V are the input and output (linguistic) variables of the fuzzy
system, respectively. Let M be the number of rules in the fuzzy rule base (l = 1, 2, …, M in the
above equation (equation (1)).
T

In a fuzzy inference engine, fuzzy logic principles are used to combine the fuzzy IF-THEN rules
in the fuzzy rule base into a mapping from a fuzzy set A’ in U to a fuzzy set B’ in V. A fuzzy IFTHEN rule is interpreted as a fuzzy relation in the input-output product space U x V, and there are
a number of implications that specify the fuzzy relation. If the fuzzy rule base consists of only a
single rule, then the generalised modus ponens (GMP) (equation (2)) specifies the mapping from
fuzzy set A’ in U to fuzzy set B’ in V. Given fuzzy set A’ (which represents the premise x in A’)
and fuzzy relation A ® B in U x V (which represents the IF x is A THEN y is B), then a fuzzy set
B’ in V (which represents the conclusion y is B’) is inferred as [Wang, L. X., 1997]:
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m B ' ( y ) = sup t [m A' ( x ), m A® B ( x, y )]

(2)

xÎU

The sup represents the compositional rule of inference and is also called the sup-star composition
[Wang, L. X., 1997]. Since any practical fuzzy rule base constitutes more than one rule, the key
question here is how to infer with a set of rules. The Mamdami Min Implication operator is used
in this study [Mamdami & Assilian, 1975][Wang, L. X. 1997]. Specifically, the fuzzy IF-THEN
rule IF < FP1 > THEN < FP2 > is interpreted as a fuzzy relation QMM in U x V with the
membership function:

[

]

m QMM ( x, y ) = min m FP1 ( x ), m FP2 ( y )

(3)

Let A’ be an arbitrary fuzzy set in U and be the input to the fuzzy inference engine. Then, by
viewing QMM as a single fuzzy IF-THEN rule and using the generalised modus ponens (GMP)
(equation (2)), the output of the fuzzy inference engine is obtained as:

[

]

m B ' ( y ) = sup t m A' ( x ), m QMM ( x, y )
xÎU

(4)

Minimum Inference Engine is used to perform implication and aggregation processes across the
rules [Mamdani & Assilian, 1974] [Wang, L. X., 1997]:

(

)

M é
ù
m B ' ( y ) = max êsup min m A' ( x ), m Al ( x1 ),..., m Al ( x n ), m B l ( y ) ú
1
n
l =1
xÎU
ëê
ûú

(5)

5.2 MADM MODEL BASED ON EVIDENTIAL REASONING METHOD
Multiple attribute decision-making (MADM) is defined as technical decision aids in evaluating
and selecting alternative options, which are characterised by multiple attributes or criteria [Yoon
& Gyutal, 1989]. MADM problems delineate a class of real world problems, which are having
multiple attributes or objectives. The multiple attribute/objectives are always conflicting with
each other and each attribute/objective is of different nature (based on different unit or scale of
measurement). The key function of a MADM is to obtain an optimal decision in the sense that
some set of goals is attained while observing (i.e., not violating) a simultaneous set of constraints.
This will help the decision-maker in evaluating alternative course of action to achieve a certain
goal or set of goals.
In order to achieve a more effective and logical evaluation process, it is necessary to break down
the complex attributes into simpler sub-attributes in a hierarchical manner. The hierarchical
framework of attributes is used to guide the overall evaluation of MADM problems.
Prior to the assessment undertaken by using a MADM model, a generalised set of evaluation
grades is required. An attribute can be either assessed numerically or subjectively depending upon
the nature and situation of the problem under study. The concept of representing value is the
central to decision theory, as it has been clearly stated that the measure of what is good or
desirable about a design is based on its attribute [Siddall, 1972].
For qualitative judgement, the assessment of attributes must be guided to achieve unity or
consistency. In utility theory, the best judgement possible is related to the numerical value of one
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and the worst to zero. In this report the scale for the evaluation grades was established using four
grades. They are {‘greatly preferred’, ‘preferred’, ‘moderately preferred’, ‘slightly preferred’}.
The general scale of evaluation grades, H, is defined as follows:
H = (H1, H2, H3, H4} = {‘greatly preferred’, ‘preferred’, ‘moderately preferred’, ‘slightly
preferred’}
The modelling framework of the MADM based on evidential reasoning method has been
developed to deal with MADM problems having a hierarchical structure of both qualitative and
quantitative criteria with uncertainty [Yang, 2000]. The evidential reasoning framework is
different from most conventional MADM methods. Firstly, it employs a belief structure to
represent an assessment as a distribution instead of as a single numerical score. Secondly, it
aggregates degrees of belief rather than scores. In this way, the evidential reasoning approach can
preserve the qualitative feature of subjective criteria in the process of criteria aggregation. Using
the four evaluation grades, the assessment of an attribute Ai, denoted by S(Ai), can be represented
using the belief structure as follows:

S ( Ai ) = {(H 1 , b 1,i ), (H 2 , b 2,i ), (H 3 , b 3,i ), (H 4 , b 4,i )}

(6)

where 1 ³ b n,1 ³ 0 is the degree of belief that the attribute Ai is assessed to the evaluation grade
Hn . S(Ai) reads that the attribute Ai is assessed to the grade Hn to a degree of b n ,1 ´ 100% (n =
1,….,4).
There must not be
assessment if

å

4
n =1

å

4
n =1

b n ,1 > 1 . S(Ai ) can be considered to be a complete distributed

b n ,1 = 1 and an incomplete assessment if

å

4
n =1

b n ,1 < 1 . In the evidential

reasoning framework, both complete and incomplete assessments can be accommodated [Yang,
2000]. In the case of an assessor being unable to provide a precise judgement due to inadequacy
of information available, the evidential reasoning approach allows a user to define a degree of
belief of less than 1. No other MADM approaches can deal with this level of uncertainty and this
helps to reduce any inaccuracies introduced by further assumption made. It is desirable that the
assessment of all attributes should be complete. In design evaluation of an engineering artefact
with a high level of innovation, at the initial concept design stages, it is inevitable that the
assessments of some criteria will be incomplete due to the highly subjective nature of the process
and lack of past experience. The evidential reasoning model can handle both complete and
incomplete assessments in a consistent manner. It has also been shown that numerical data can be
modelled using belief structure through the equivalent transformation of information [Yang,
2000].
In the evidential reasoning framework, a MADM problem with M attributes Ai (i = 1,…,M), K
options Oj (j = I,….,K) and N evaluation grades Hn (n = I,…,N) for each attribute is represented
using an extended decision matrix with S(Ai(Oj)) as its element at ith row and jth column where
S(Ai(Oj)) is given as follows:

S (Ai (O j )) = {(H n , b n ,i (O j )),

n = 1,....., N }

i = 1,....., M
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,

j = 1,....., K (7)

It should be noted that an attribute is permitted to have its own set of evaluation of grades that
may be different from those of other attributes.
Based on the evidential reasoning framework the degree to which a criterion is evaluated, with
respect to one of the four evaluation grades, is directly dependent on the evidence that supports
the evaluation. With the evidential reasoning approach, there is little compromise between the
data collection process and effective evaluation, since the accuracy of the evaluation is directly
proportional to the amount of accumulated evidence.
The major differences between the evidential reasoning approach and the conventional scoring
methods come from the manner in which initial assessments are provided and aggregated. Instead
of providing an average score accompanied by the description of strength and weakness, the
evidential reasoning approach uses the belief structure to facilitate distributed assessment (or
evidence based mapping), consistent with the identification of strength and weakness. This
evidence based mapping process could be made less subjective by using guidelines and expert
knowledge. The degree of objectivity in pooling evidence from various sources can be further
improved by employing the Delphi method.
The evidential reasoning approach operates on distributed assessments instead of average scores
and employs the evidence combination rule of the Dempster-Shafer theory to aggregate belief
degrees [Yang, 2000].
Suppose w i is the relative weight of the attribute Ai and is normalised so that 1 ³ w i ³ 0 and

å

L
i =1

w i = 1 , where L is the total number of attributes in the same group for aggregation. To

simplify discussion, only the combination of complete assessments is examined. The description
of the recursive evidential reasoning algorithm capable of aggregating both complete and
incomplete assessments can be found in literature [Yang, 2000]. Without loss of generality and
for brevity in illustration purpose, the evidential reasoning algorithm is presented below for
combining two assessments only.
Suppose the two assessments S ( A1 ) and S ( A2 ) are given as follows:

S ( A1 ) = {(H 1 , b 1,1 ), (H 2 , b 2,1 ), (H 3 , b 3,1 ), (H 4 , b 4,1 )}

(8a)

S ( A2 ) = {(H 1 , b 1, 2 ), (H 2 , b 2, 2 ), (H 3 , b 3, 2 ), (H 4 , b 4, 2 )}

(8b)

The problem is to aggregate the two assessments S ( A1 ) and S ( A2 ) to generate a combined

assessment S ( A1 ) Å S ( A2 ) . Let

mn ,1 = w 1 b n ,1 (n = 1,.....,4 ) and m H ,1 = 1 - w 1 ån =1 b n ,1 = 1 - w 1

(9a)

mn , 2 = w 2 b n, 2 (n = 1,.....,4) and m H , 2 1 - w 2 ån=1 b n , 2 = 1 - w 2

(9b)

4

4

In the evidential reasoning framework, mn ,1 and mn , 2 are referred to as basic probability masses
while m H ,1 and m H , 2 are masses of the remaining belief unassigned after commitment of belief
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to all H m (m = 1,....,4 ) . The evidential reasoning algorithm is used to aggregate the basic

probability masses to generate combined probability masses, denoted by mn (n = 1,.....,4 ) and

m H using the following equations:
mn = k (mn ,1 mn , 2 + m H ,1 mn , 2 + mn ,1 m H , 2 ), n = 1,.....,4

(10)

m H = k (m H ,1 m H , 2 )

(11)

æ
ç
4
where k = ç1 - åt =1 å mt ,1 m n, 2
n =1
ç
n ¹t
è

ö
÷
÷
÷
ø

-1

(12)

The combined probability masses can then be aggregated with the additional assessments in the
same fashion. The process is repeated until all assessments are aggregated. The final combined
probability masses are independent of the order in which individual assessments are aggregated.
If there are only two assessments, the combined degrees of belief b n (n = 1,.....,4 ) are generated
by the following expressions:

bn =

mn
, n = 1,.....,4
1 - mH

(13)

5.3 EVIDENTIAL REASONING ALGORITHM USED FOR SAFETY ASSESSMENT
AGGREGATION
In general, suppose a hierarchical system has L elements ei (i = 1,…,L) (each element is
categorised into an element type) and M element types al (l = 1,…,M). E represents a set of safety
estimates for L elements of a hierarchy. Then a generalised decision matrix can be constructed as
follows:

E = {S (ei ), i = 1,..., L}

(14)

Then N distinctive (mutually exclusive) evaluation grades H n (n = 1,..., N ) can be defined as a
complete (collectively exhaustive) set of standards for assessing each element on all element type.
In this particular application, Hn represents a set of four linguistic variables for safety expressions.
Then, Hn can be defined by:

H = {H n , n = 1,..., N }or H = {H 1 , H 2 , H 3 , H 4 }

(15)

where H1, H2, H3 and H4, represent ‘good’, ‘average’, ‘fair’ and ‘poor’, respectively.
Suppose the L elements include all the elements influencing the assessment of the associated
structural system as depicted in Figures 1, 2 and 3. The safety evaluation (the degree of belief) for
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each element is obtained using the approximate reasoning approach as described in the previous
sub-section and is then normalised. The generalised expression can be described as follows:
Level 3 (element level):

S (ei (al )) = {H n , b n ,i (al ), n = 1,..., N } , i = 1,…,L, l = 1,…,M,
where b n,i (ai ) ³ 0 and

N

å b (a ) £ 1.0 .
n ,i

i

n =1

(16)

b n ,i (al ) denotes a degree of belief. An expectation

for ei and al represents an element ei of an element type al is assessed to a grade Hn with a degree
of belief of b n ,i (al ); n = 1,..., N . A generalised decision matrix D g with S (ei (al )) as its
element is constructed as follows:

D g = (S (ei (a l )))L´M

(17)

Levels 2 and 1 (element type and the whole system):
An appropriate method such as an eigenvector or a geometric means method can be used to
estimate the relative weights of the element types w l (l = 1,..., M ) , where w l is the relative
weight for each element type l and is normalised, so that

0 £ w l £ 1 and

M

åw

l

=1

l =1

Suppose the M element types in the structural stability analysis of an offshore installation
example provide a complete set of criteria for assessing the safety of a support structure system.
Then a problem arises as to how to synthesise the safety estimates associated with a hierarchical
system at various levels. For instance, to generate the safety synthesis of each element type by
aggregating the various judgements as obtained for each element using approximate reasoning, as
well as an overall assessment about the safety of the entire structure by combining the various
safety estimates for each element type. The evidential reasoning algorithm provides a systematic
and rational way of dealing with the aggregation problem with hierarchy, as presented as follows:
Suppose there is a simple two level evaluation hierarchy with an overall structural system y at the
upper level and several element types consisting of various numbers of elements at the lower
level. The details about the evidential reasoning algorithm can be found in the references [Yang et
al, 1994] [Yang, 2000]. The assessments represented in equations (16) and (17) for an element
type al can be aggregated using the following evidential reasoning algorithm:

mn ,i = w i b n ,i (al )

n = 1,…,N, i = 1,…,L, l = 1,…,M

(18)

where b n ,i (a l ) is the belief assigned to the ith element, that supports a hypothesis that the safety
of the lth element type is confirmed to H n .
Suppose m H ,i is the remaining belief unassigned after commitment of belief to all H n (n=1,…,
4) for S (al ) . m H ,i can be obtained as follows:
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N

N

n =1

n =1

m H ,i = 1 - å m n,i = 1 - w i å b n ,i (al ) , n = 1,…,N, i = 1,…,L, l = 1,…,M

(19)

Suppose mm n ,i represents the degree to which the safety associated with the i elements of the lth
element type is confirmed to H n as a result of the synthesis of the judgements produced by
safety experts. Suppose mm H ,i represents the remaining belief unassigned after commitment of
belief to all Hn (n = 1, 2, 3 and 4) as a result of the synthesis of the judgements produced by
safety experts on the i elements associated the lth element type. The general algorithm for
synthesising the analysts’ judgements to obtain the safety evaluation associated the elements (the
lth element type) can be stated as follows:

mmn ,1 = mn ,1 and mm H ,1 = m H ,1

(20)

{H n } : mmn ,i +1 = K n,i +1 (mnk i · m n,i +1 + mmnk i · m H ,i +1 + mm H k i · m n ,i +1 )

(21)

n =1,…,N

{H } : mm H ,i +1 = K n i +1 · mm H ,i · m H ,i +1

(22)

k

K I (i +1)

é
ù
N N
ê
= 1 - åå mm j ,i · mt ,i +1 ú
ê t =1 j =1
ú
j ¹t
ëê
ûú

-1

i=1,…, L - 1

(23)

The aggregated assessment for the elements classified as type l can be described by the following
expectation:

S (al ) = {H n , b n ,l , n = 1,..., N } , i = 1,…,L, l = 1,…,M.

(24)

where b n ,l = mmn, L .
The aggregated safety evaluation using the above algorithm for the whole system y can be
described by the expectation as follows:

S ( y ) = {H n , b n , n = 1,..., N }

(25)

The detailed background theory and algorithms of approximate reasoning and evidential
reasoning can be found in [Mamdani & Assilian, 1975][Wang, 1997][Wang, L. X., 1997][Sii et
al, 2000].
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6 THREE NOVEL FRAMEWORKS DEVELOPED IN THE
PROJECT
6.1 Framework #1: A Safety Model for Risk Analysis of Offshore Engineering Products
Using Approximate Reasoning & Evidential Reasoning Approaches
It is worth noting that many typical safety assessment approaches may have some problems for
use in situations where there is a lack of confidence in risk assessment [Wang & Ruxton, 1997].
A generic qualitative safety assessment framework incorporating approximate reasoning and
evidential reasoning approaches is depicted in Figure 4. It may provide a solution as it emulates
the reasoning process for synthesising human expert judgements within a specific domain of
knowledge, codes and standards based on the guidelines and company policy using an
approximate reasoning approach. In addition, an evidential reasoning approach is used in the later
stage of the framework to deal with safety synthesis of the system with complexity. The proposed
safety assessment framework for risk analysis consists of two major components. The first
component outlines all the necessary steps required for safety evaluation at the bottom level of a
hierarchical system (i.e., each element) using approximate reasoning approach (steps 1 to 5). The
second component describes the step involved in synthesising the results/information thus
obtained in the first component based on evidential reasoning approach to synthesise safety at
higher levels (element types), then for the whole system. A modified evidential reasoning
approach has been used on the basis of D-S theory to deal with hierarchical evaluation
propagation issues without any loss of useful information. The steps used in the framework are
outlined as follows:
1. Identify & name fuzzy input (i.e., failure rate, consequence severity and failure consequence
probability for safety modelling).
2. Identify & name fuzzy output/solution variables (i.e., safety estimates).
3. Create the fuzzy membership functions for all the related input variables.
4. Construct the rule base.
5. Select fuzzy reasoning/inference mechanism.
6. Perform safety synthesis in a hierarchy using the evidential reasoning approach.
Each step of the framework is to be described in detail in the ensuing sub-section.
Step 1: Identify and name fuzzy input
Fuzzy linguistic variables are extensions of numerical variables in the sense that they are able to
represent the condition of an attribute at a given interval by taking fuzzy sets as their values
[Wang, L. X., 1997]. The values obtained in a development of fuzzy linguistic variables are
considered as fuzzy measures. These values can then become the criteria for measuring attributes
of objects, in this case, safety levels. The three fundamental parameters used to assess the safety
level of a maritime or offshore system on a subjective basis are the failure rate, consequence
severity and failure consequence probability. Subjective assessment (using linguistic variables
instead of ultimate numbers in probabilistic terms) is more appropriate to conduct analysis on
these three parameters as they are always associated with great uncertainty. Thus, these three
parameters are represented by natural languages, which can be further described by the
membership functions in step 3.
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Step 2: Identify and name fuzzy output/solution variables
Safety estimate is the only output fuzzy variable used in this study to produce safety evaluation
for each element at the bottom level of a hierarchical system. This variable is also described
linguistically. In safety assessment, it is common to express a safety level by degrees to which it
belongs to such linguistic variables as “poor”, “fair”, “average”, and “good” that are referred to
as safety expressions. The output set can be defined using fuzzy safety estimate sets in the same
way as the fuzzy inputs.
Step 3: Create the fuzzy membership functions for all the related input variables.
If a variable can take words in natural languages as its values, it is called a linguistic variable,
where the words are characterised by fuzzy sets defined in the universe of discourse in which the
variable is defined. A linguistic variable is characterised by (X, T, U, M) [Zadeh, 1973 & 1975]
where:
·
·
·
·

X is the name of the linguistic variable, for example, X is the failure rate of an item.
T is the set of linguistic values that X can take, for example, T = {Very low, Low, Reasonably
low, Average, Frequent, Highly frequent}.
U is the actual physical domain in which the linguistic variable X takes its quantitative (crisp)
values, for example, U = [FVery Low, FHighly frequent].
M is a semantic rule that relates each linguistic value in T with a fuzzy set in U, for example,
M relates “Very low”, “Low”, “…”, “Highly frequent” with the specific membership
function.

The concept of linguistic variables is important as linguistic variables are the most fundamental
elements in human knowledge representation. When sensors are used to measure a variable, they
give us numbers. When human experts are asked to evaluate a variable, they give us words.
Hence, by introducing the concept of linguistic variables, we are able to formulate vague
descriptions in natural languages in precise mathematical terms. This is the first step to
incorporate human knowledge into engineering systems in a systematic and efficient manner.
The typical fuzzy safety model includes the development of fuzzy membership functions for
representing risk levels and fuzzy rule bases to generate fuzzy safety estimates. The linguistic
variables are employed to develop fuzzy membership functions. The goal of fuzzy linguistic
variables is to represent the condition of an attribute/parameter at a given interval. The three
attributes/parameters (input variables) considered in this study are failure rate, consequence
severity and failure consequence probability of a hazard or failure associated with a failure
event/mode.
The three fundamental parameters failure rate, consequence severity and failure consequence
probability are represented by natural languages, which can be further described by the
membership functions. A membership function is a curve that defines how each point in the input
space is mapped to a membership value (or degree of membership) between 0 and 1. The simplest
membership functions are formed using straight lines. These straight-line membership functions
have the advantage of simplicity. Of these, the simplest are the triangular membership function
and trapezoidal membership function. Both of these memberships are commonly used to describe
risks in safety assessment [Wang, 1997]. The fuzzy membership functions are generated utilising
the linguistic categories identified in the knowledge acquisition and consisting of a set of
overlapping curves. Seven levels of linguistic variables may be used for the failure rate; five
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levels for the consequence severity, seven levels for the failure consequence probability and four
levels for the safety estimates. The literature search indicates that four to seven levels of linguistic
variables are commonly being used to represents risk factors in risk analysis [An, et al, 2000]
[Bell & Badiru, 1996a] [Bowles & Pelaez, 1995] [Karwowski & Mital, 1986] [Sii et al, 1999]
[Wang, 1997].
Knowledge acquisition, development of fuzzy linguistic variables, development of membership
functions and analytic hierarchy processing (AHP) analysis are required to construct the linguistic
safety levels and associated fuzzy membership functions [Klir & Yuan, 1995]. In knowledge
acquisition, data collection analysis, expert and engineering judgements, fuzzy modelling and
concept mapping are performed sequentially to classify the knowledge. The goal is to establish
linguistic variables based on fuzzy set theory, for qualifying and quantifying the safety estimates
in terms of fuzzy membership functions. The safety estimates identified are taken into account in
the initial design stages. The arbitrariness and variability associated with combining information
from various data and knowledge acquisition channels are the basis for utilising the approximate
reasoning approach in the decision making process. Essentially, what an approximate reasoning
analysis using fuzzy logic system does is to perform this transformation and combination of
information from different sources [Wang, L. X., 1997].
It is possible to have some flexibility in the definition of membership functions to suit different
situations. The application of categorical judgements has been quite positive in several practical
situations [Schmucker, 1984]. It is also usually common and convenient for safety analysts to use
categories to articulate safety information.
When describing the failure rate, consequence severity, failure consequence probability and
safety estimates, a linguistic variable may then be assigned with a membership function to a set
of categories with regard to the particular condition. The typical linguistic variables for failure
rate, consequence severity, failure consequence probability and the safety estimate of a
particular element or sub-system or system may be defined and characterised as follows:
Failure rate describes the failure frequencies in a certain time, which directly represents the
numbers of failures anticipated during the design life span of a particular system or an item. Table
1 describes the range of the frequencies of the failure occurrence and defines the fuzzy set of
failure rate. To estimate the failure rate, one may choose to use such linguistic variables as “very
low”, “low”, “average”, “frequent” and “highly frequent”. Figure 5 shows the fuzzy failure rate
set definition.
It is noted that failure rate evaluation criteria can be modified according to different requirements
in codes and standards and different aspects of offshore installations such as fire, explosions,
structure, safety system etc.
Consequence severity describes the magnitude of possible consequences, which is ranked
according to the severity of the failure effects. One may choose to use such linguistic variables as
“negligible”, “minor”, “moderate”, “severe” and “catastrophic” [Wang, 1997]. The fuzzy
consequence severity set definition is shown in Figure 6. Table 2 shows the criteria used to rank
the consequence severity of failure effects. Table 3 and Figure 7 describe the failure
consequence probability.
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Rank
1,2,3

Failure rate
Very low

4

Low

5
6
7
9
10

Reasonably low
Average
Reasonably Frequent
Frequent
Highly frequent

Table 1: Failure rate
Meaning (general interpretation)
Failure is unlikely but possible
during lifetime of all installations
Likely to happen once during
lifetime of all installations
Between low and average
Occasional failure
Repeated failure
Failure is almost inevitable

Failure rate (1/year)
<10 –5
10 –5
10 –4
10 –3
10 –2
1
>1

With reference to the above fuzzy descriptions of failure rate, consequence severity and failure
consequence probability, it may be observed that the linguistic variables are not exclusive, as
there are intersections among the defined linguistic variables describing failure rate,
consequence severity and failure consequence probability. Inclusive expressions may make it
more convenient for the safety analysts to judge a safety level. Overlapping functions are used to
represent various linguistic variables for all attributes because the experts and the literature
concurred that in the analysis of the risks associated with a failure event/mode, the risk levels
may have “gray” or ill-defined boundaries [Bell & Badiru, 1996].
Step 4: Construct the rule base
Several sources described in [Sii, 2000] can be used to derive the fuzzy rules. These approaches
are mutually supporting each other and a combination of them is often the most effective way to
determine the rule base. In the statistical data and information analysis the fuzzy rules may be
derived based on statistical studies of the information in previous incident and accident reports or
database systems. In-depth literature search may also be helpful. Skilled human analysts often
have a good, intuitive knowledge of the behaviour of a system and the risks involved in various
types of hazards without having any quantitative model in mind. Fuzzy rules provide a natural
platform for abstracting information based on expert judgements and engineering knowledge
since they are expressed in linguistic form rather than numerical variables. Therefore, experts
often find fuzzy rules to be a convenient way to express their knowledge of a situation.
In practical applications the fuzziness of the antecedents eliminates the need for a precise match
with the inputs. All the rules that have any truth in their premises will fire and contribute to the
fuzzy conclusion, i.e. safety estimates. Each rule is fired to a degree to which its antecedent
matches the input. This imprecise matching provides a basis for interpolation between possible
input states and serves to minimise the number of rules needed to describe the input-output
relation. For example, Rule#1 in the case study found in [Sii, 2000] reads as:
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Rank
1
2, 3
4, 5, 6

7, 8

9, 10

Table 2: Consequence severity
Meaning (generic offshore structure interpretation)
Consequence severity
Negligible
Involving no injury and negligible damage to the
system
Marginal
Minor system damage and/or minor injury. Operator
will probably only notice a slight deterioration of the
system performance.
Moderate
Failure causes some operator dissatisfaction.
Operator is made uncomfortable by failure (e.g. no
light). Operator will notice some system
performance deterioration.
Critical
Major system damage/or severe injury or
occupational illness. High degree of operators
dissatisfaction due to the nature of the failure such as
an inoperable platform (e.g. drilling engine fails to
start, power system failure) or an inoperable
subsystem (e.g. falling objects).
Catastrophic
System loss and/or death. Very high severity ranking
when a potential failure mode (e.g. blowout, fire and
explosion) affects safe platform operation and/or
involves noncompliance with the corresponding
safety regulations.

IF failure rate is very low AND consequence severity is negligible AND failure consequence
probability is highly unlikely THEN safety estimate is “Good”.
The importance of fuzzy IF-THEN rules stems from the fact that human expert-judgements and
engineering knowledge can often be represented in the form of fuzzy rules. Rules based on these
types of linguistic variables are more natural and expressive than numerical numbers and
criticality calculations. It is clear that such rules can accommodate quantitative data such as
failure rate, failure consequence probability and qualitative and judgmental data such as the
consequence severity, and combine them consistently in safety evaluation.
Step 5: Select fuzzy reasoning/inference mechanisms
The criteria of selecting fuzzy reasoning/inference mechanisms are always subjective issues and
mainly based on the user’s preference. An overall flow of information in the formulation of
linguistic variables of the safety model is depicted in Figure 8. The general approach adopted is
similar to that used in fuzzy expert and fuzzy control systems. The knowledge base contains
general knowledge pertaining to the problem domain. In the fuzzy logic approach, the knowledge
is usually represented by a set of fuzzy production rules, which connect antecedents with
consequences, premises with conclusions, or conditions with actions. Fuzzy IF-THEN rules are
expressions of the form “IF A, THEN B”, where A and B are labels of fuzzy sets characterised by
appropriate membership functions [Zadeh, 1965] [Klir & Yuan, 1995]. Due to their concise form,
fuzzy IF-THEN rules are often employed to capture the imprecise modes of reasoning that play
an essential role in the human ability to make decisions in an environment of uncertainty and
imprecision. Through the use of linguistic labels and membership functions, a fuzzy IF-THEN
rule can easily capture the spirit of a “rule of thumb” used by human. The database contains data
such as codes, standards, safety-related information, engineering knowledge and expert
judgements for each specific task used in fuzzy logic analysis. The input membership functions
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use linguistic variables to describe the parameters used in risk analysis which are developed
through statistical data and information analysis, expert experience and engineering judgements,
concept mapping and fuzzy modelling. These inputs are then fuzzified to determine the
membership degrees in each input class. The development of rules is similar to the development
of the input membership functions, which are built upon data and information gathered in
knowledge acquisition. Once the input data (fuzzy linguistic variables and their associated
membership functions) are fed to the fuzzy inference system, these inputs are then evaluated
using the linguistic rules and fuzzy logic operators. The results are then evaluated in terms of
safety estimates. A Mamdani-type inference engine is used in this study.
Rank
1
2,3

4

5
6,7
8
9,10

Table 3: Failure consequence probability
Meaning
Consequence probability
Highly unlikely
The occurrence likelihood of accident is highly
unlikely but possible given the occurrence of the
failure event
Unlikely
The occurrence likelihood of the consequences is
unlikely but possible given the failure event happens
(a program cannot detect a potential design
weakness or there is no design verification program).
Reasonably unlikely
The occurrence likelihood of accident probably not
be a potential design weakness given the occurrence
of the failure event (a program will not detect a
potential design weakness).
Likely
It is likely that the consequences happen given the
occurrence of the failure event (a program is not
likely to detect a potential design weakness).
Reasonably likely
It is reasonably likely that the consequences occur
given the occurrence of the failure event (caused by
a potential design weakness).
Highly likely
It is highly likely that the consequences occur given
the occurrence of the failure event (due to a highly
likely potential design weakness).
Definite
The accident occurs given the occurrence of the
failure event (due to a certainly potential design
weakness).

There are five modules in the fuzzy inference process:
·
·
·
·
·

Module 1. Fuzzification of input variables.
Module 2. Application of fuzzy operator (AND or OR) in antecedent.
Module 3. Implication from antecedent to consequent.
Module 4. Aggregation of consequent across the rules.
Module 5. Normalise the safety estimates

Each of them will be described in more detail as follows:
Module 1: Fuzzification of input variables
The first module is to take the inputs and determine the degree to which they belong to each of
the appropriate fuzzy sets via membership functions. The input is always a crisp numerical value
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limited to the universe of discourse of the input variable (in this case the interval between 0 and
10) and the output is a fuzzy degree of membership in the qualifying linguistic set and is always
between 0 and 1. Fuzzification of the input amounts to either a table lookup or a function
evaluation.
Module 2: Application of fuzzy operator in antecedent
Once the inputs have been fuzzified, the degree to which each part of the antecedent has been
satisfied for each rule is determined. If the antecedent of a given rule has more than one part, the
fuzzy operator such as AND or OR operator is applied to obtain one value (membership) that
represents the result of the antecedent for that rule. This value will then be applied to the output
function. The input to the fuzzy operator can be two or more membership values from fuzzified
input variables. The output is a single “truth value”. In this study, min (minimum) and max
(maximum) are used for AND and OR operators, respectively. The following expression is used in
this study to produce the single ‘truth value’ for the rth rule:

m r = Min(m FR ,r , m CS ,r , m FCP ,r ) ,
where mr = the single ‘truth value’ for the rth rule
mFR,r = membership value of the first input variable failure rate for the rth rule
mCS,r = membership value of the second input variable consequence severity for the rth
rule
mFCP,r = membership value of the third input variable failure consequence probability for
the rth rule.
Module 3: Implication of antecedent to consequent
Before applying the implication method, it is worth noting to consider the rule’s weight. Every
rule has a weight (usually taking a number between 0 and 1), which is applied to the value given
by the antecedent. Generally this weight is 1 (as it is for this study) and so it has no effect at all on
the implication process. From time to time it is convenient to weight one rule relative to the
others by changing its weight value to something other than 1. This reflects the confidence level
of individual rule as judged by an expert.
Once the proper assignment of weighting has been given to each rule, the implication method is
implemented. A consequent is a fuzzy set represented by a membership function, which weights
appropriately the linguistic characteristics that are attributed to it. The consequent is reshaped
using a function associated with the antecedent (a single value). The input for the implication
process is a single value given by the antecedent, and the output is a fuzzy set. Implication is
implemented for each rule. Two commonly used methods are min (minimum) and prod (product).
The former truncates the output fuzzy set and the later scales the output fuzzy set. The following
expression is used to generate the membership value of the consequent safety estimates for the rth
rule:

m (H n ; n = 1,2,3,4 )r = m r
Module 4: Aggregation of consequents across the rules
In order to reach a final decision, all rules must be combined in some manner since decisions are
based on the testing of all the rules in a fuzzy inference system. Aggregation is a process by
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which the fuzzy sets that represent the outputs of each rule are combined into a single fuzzy set.
Aggregation only works once for each output variable. The input of the aggregation process is the
list of truncated output functions returned by the implication process for each rule. The output of
the aggregation process is one fuzzy set for each output variable. The order in which the rules are
executed is not important as the aggregation method is always commutative. The max (maximum)
method is used in this study. The aggregation of consequent, i.e. safety estimates across the rules
is expressed as follows for the ith element of the lth element type:

S (ei (al )) = {Max (b 1,r1 , ' good '); Max (b 2,r 2 , ' average'); Max (b 3,r 3 , ' fair '); Max (b 4,r 4 , ' poor ')}
where
r1 = 1,…,R1 = number of rules fired in the evaluation with respect to safety expression “good”.
r2 = 1,…,R2 = number of rules fired in the evaluation with respect to safety expression “average”
r3 = 1,…,R3 = number of rules fired in the evaluation with respect to safety expression “fair”
r4 = 1,…,R4 = number of rules fired in the evaluation with respect to safety expression “poor”

{

}

Therefore, S (ei (al )) = b 1,i , ' good ' ; b 2,i , ' average' ; b 3,i , ' fair ' ; b 4,i , ' poor '
Module 5: Normalise the safety estimates

Then the safety estimate is normalised according to the expression given as follows:

ì b 1,i b 2,i b 3,i b 4,i ü
S (ei (al )) = í
,
,
,
ý,
î Di Di Di Di þ
where Di =
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åb
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.
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Step 6: Perform safety synthesis at different levels
The evidential reasoning algorithm is used to perform safety synthesis at different levels (element
level, element type level and system level) of an engineering system with a structure that is
capable of being decomposed into hierarchy of levels. The number of levels required in safety
synthesis is solely decided by the degree of the complexity of a system under scrutiny.
The first five steps of the framework mainly focus on safety assessment of a single failure
event/mode of an element. This step is concerned with safety synthesis of a system at various
levels such as:
·
·

Safety synthesis at the element type level
Safety synthesis at the whole system level.

6.2 Framework #2: A Design-Decision Support Framework for Evaluation of Design
Options/Proposals Using a Fuzzy-Logic-Based Composite Structure Methodology
This section proposes a design-decision support framework based on a fuzzy-logic-based
composite structure methodology for design/procurement proposal evaluation for offshore
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engineering systems. The framework is a multi-criteria decision-making methodology grounded
in the fuzzy logic to assist decision makers in solving the design/procurement proposal selection
problems where there are conflicting objectives, the objectives have different preferences
(weights), and the value of each input variable is having a certain level of uncertainty. This is
certainly the case that occurs in the process of selecting the best design/procurement proposal,
that is, the one that best satisfies the requirements of design/procurement projects. The framework
consists of the following steps:
Step 1: Define basic criteria
Step 2: Group basic criteria into progressively fewer, more general groups
Step 3: Construct of trapezoidal fuzzy set to represent the uncertainty in the basic criteria
Step 4: Transform the fuzzy sets criteria into first-level index value
Step 5: Calculate the second-level index values
Step 6: Calculate the final composite index values
Step 7: Rank the alternative options
The following section will delineate each step in detail:
Step 1: Define basic criteria
The first step is to define all the basic criteria that are used in the design-decision support
evaluation process. The selection plan contains the weighting procedure used to determine the
safety, cost incurred and technical adequacy of each option in the proposal and thus form the
basis for making an award. It is essential to list all the basic criteria, and the salient characteristics
of each criterion.
Step 2: Group basic criteria into progressively fewer, more general groups
The composite structure procedure involves a step-by-step regrouping of a set of various basic
criteria to form a single criterion [Bogardi & Bardossy, 1983]. The seven basic criteria shown in
Figure 8 are selected as critical and sensitive criteria in accordance with the evaluation criteria
specified in the request for proposal. The set of basic (first-level) criteria is grouped into a smaller
subset of second-level criteria. For example, the basic criteria such as capital cost, maintenance
cost, inspection cost can be grouped into cost in general, which is an element of the subset of the
second level criteria. The other two second-level criteria are safety and technical performance.
The third-level is considered as the final-level for the composite (system) criterion. This can be
formed by combining the three second-level criteria (i.e., safety, costs and technical performance)
and turn it into the final composite system.
Step 3: Construct of trapezoidal fuzzy set to represent the uncertainty in the basic criteria
This step describes the trade-off analysis of each basic criterion using fuzzy values to address
their uncertainty. The values of the basic criteria for the design/procurement proposal evaluation
process are estimated as fuzzy values. The fuzzy values are numbers that belong to a given set
(interval) with a membership degree. To evaluate the various design/procurement
options/proposals under uncertainty, let Z i ( x ) be a fuzzy value for the ith basic criterion, and let

its membership function m [Z i ( x )] be a trapezoid as shown in Figure 9, where x is one element
(option number or name) of the discrete set of design/procurement proposals. If the trapezoid is
reduced to a vertical line, it represents a so-called crisp (non-fuzzy) number. A level-cut concept
can be used to define the interval of each basic criterion at various degrees of membership [Dong
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& Shah, 1987]. The membership degree for an uncertain value can be determined using expert
judgement based on experience, engineering knowledge and observation variability. As shown in
Figure 9, Z i, h ( x ) is the interval value of the ith basic criterion at the membership degree

h(i.e., a £ Z i ,h ( x ) £ b ) .

Step 4: Transform the fuzzy sets criteria into first-level index value
Since the units of the basic criteria are different in nature (such as technical performance or safety
not being expressed in units at all while the cost is in pounds), thus it is absolutely difficult to
compare them directly. Therefore, the actual value of each basic criterion Z i , h ( x ) should be
transformed into an index (first-level index value). Using the best value (BESTZi) of Zi and the
worst value (WORSTZi) of Zi for the ith basic criterion, the actual value Z i , h ( x ) can be

transformed into a first-level index value Ai, h ( x ) denoted by the following expressions as well as
the illustrations displayed in Figures 10 and 11.
If BESTZi > WORSTZi, then

1 , Z i ,h ( x ) ³ BESTZ i
é
ù
ê Z ( x ) - WORSTZ
ú
i ,k
i
Ai ,h ( x ) = ê
, WORSTZ i < Z i ,h ( x ) < BESTZ i ú (26)
ê (BESTZ i - WORSTZ i )
ú
êë
úû
0 , Z i ,h ( x ) £ WORSTZ i
If BESTZi < WORSTZi, then

1 , Z i ,h ( x ) £ BESTZ i
é
ù
ê Z ( x ) - WORSTZ
ú
i ,k
i
Ai ,h ( x ) = ê
, BESTZ i < Z i ,h ( x ) < WORSTZ i ú (27)
ê (WORSTZ i - BESTZ I )
ú
êë
úû
0 , Z i ,h ( x ) ³ WORSTZ i

For example, in selecting a design/procurement proposal for an offshore production platform, the
less the construction cost, the better the choice. Because the best value (lowest cost) is less than
the worst value (highest cost), equation (27) (BESTZi < WORSTZi ) should be used to calculate
the index value for the criterion of cost. As for another example, the bigger the area of the net
floor, the better the choice, then in this case, equation (26) (BESTZi > WORSTZi) should be used
to obtain the index value for the net floor area. To calculate the index value of the ith basic
criterion, one should therefore select either equation (26) or (27) according to the characteristics
of the ith basic criterion.
Two options can be used to assign the best and worst values (i.e., BESTZi and WORSTZi) of the ith
basic criterion. The first is to assign the best and worst values of the ith basic criterion according
to the overall best and worst values of the ith basic criterion among the design/procurement
proposals in hand. The other is to assign the best and worst values of the ith basic criterion
according to the opinion of an expert or a panel of experts. The above two options can be
combined in certain circumstances to achieve the best results.
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Step 5: Calculate the second-level index values
Next, the second-level index values, Bi, h ( x ) , for composite criteria can be calculated by using
the index values of basic criteria based on the expression/equation (28) as follows:
l
i ,h

B

æ nj
(x ) = çç å wi , j Ai ,h, j (x ) p j
è i =1

[

ö
÷
÷
ø

]

1

pj

(28)

nj = the number of elements in the second level group j
Ai ,h, j ( x ) = the first-level index value for the ith basic criterion in the

where

second-

level group j of basic criteria
wi , j = the weight reflecting the importance of each basic criteria in group j
(

åw

= 1)

i, j

p j = the balancing factor for group j
l = second-level composite criterion type (i.e., safety, cost, or technical
performance)
The processes available for determining the weight (w) and the balancing factor (p) are described
in detail in the following section.
Step 6: Calculate the final composite index values
As shown in Figure 8, there are only three composite or second-level criteria, i.e., safety, cost and
technical performance. Thus, the final composite index value C h (x ) can be obtained by
combining the index values of the three composite or second-level criteria using equation (29) or
(30):

{ ( )}

C h ( x ) = å wl Bil,h p

1
p

(29)

Equation (29) can be further elaborated into equation (30) as shown as follows to include the
three composite or second-level criteria used in this study.

( [

]

[

]

[

])

C h ( x ) = wC BiC ( x ) p + wT BiT ( x ) p + wS BiS ( x ) p
where

1

p

(30)

BiC ( x ) = the index value for the first composite or second-level criterion (cost)
BiT ( x ) = the index value for the second composite or second-level criterion (technical
performance)
BiS (x ) = the index value for the third composite or second-level criterion (safety)

wC , wT , wS = the weights representing the relative importance among the three
composite criteria in the final system evaluation
p = the balancing factor for the final evaluation.
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The process of computing the final composite index value is applicable to fewer or more than
three levels used in this study.
Step 7: Rank the alternative options
As the first step for determining the ranking of the various design/procurement proposals, let C(x)
be the fuzzy number representing the final composite criteria (system) of proposal x. The final
composite index value, C(x), of the final composite system is estimated as a fuzzy number. With
the help of two index values, C h =1 ( x ) and C h =0 ( x ) , the membership function, m [C ( x )] of the
fuzzy set C(x) can be approximately calculated from the piecewise linear function directly using
equation (31) [Sii, 2001].

1 , rmin £ C ( x ) £ rmax
é
ù
ê C ( x ) - Rmin
ú
, Rmin £ C ( x ) < rmin ú
ê
r - Rmin
ú
m [C ( x )] = ê min
C
ê ( x ) - Rmax
ú
, rmax < C ( x ) £ Rmax ú
êr -R
max
ê max
ú
0 , otherwise
ë
û

(31)

where rmin and rmax are lower and upper bound values, respectively, of the index value C h =1 ( x )

of the final composite system obtained by using Z i , h =1 ( x ) ; and Rmin and Rmax are lower and

upper bound values, respectively, of the index value Lh = 0 ( x ) of the final composite system

calculated using C ( x ), x = 1 ,.....n , which are restricted by the membership function of
equation (31). The ranking of these n fuzzy values, which corresponds to the ranking of
proposals, can be determined by applying a ranking method such as the one developed by Chen
(1985). This method determines the ranking of n fuzzy numbers by using a maximising set and a
minimising set.
The maximising set M is a fuzzy subset with membership function m M (L ) given as:

é C - C min
ù
, C min £ C £ C max ú
ê
m M (C ) = C max - C min
ê
ú
0 , otherwise
ë
û

(32)

where C min = min[min C h = 0 ( x )] and C max = max[max C h =0 ( x )] for x = 1,….,n. Then, the right

utility value, U R ( x ) , for proposal x is defined as:

U R ( x ) = max(min{m M (C ), m [C ( x )]}) (33)
The minimising set G is a fuzzy subset with membership function m G (L ) given as:

é C - C max
ù
, C min £ C £ C max ú
ê
m G (C ) = C min - C max
ê
ú
0 , otherwise
ë
û
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(34)

The left utility, U L ( x ) , for proposal x is defined as:

U L ( x ) = max(min{m G (C ), m [C ( x )]}) (35)
The total utility or ordering value for proposal x is:

U (x ) =

U R (x ) + 1 - U L (x )
2

(36)

The proposal that has the highest ordering value in the discrete set of proposals is then selected as
the best proposal.
Determination of Weights and Balancing Factors
In equations (28) and (29), weights (w) and balancing factors (p) have been assigned to each
criterion. These represent a double-weighting scheme. Thus, the calculation result is sensitive to
this weighting scheme.
Analytic Hierarchy Processing (AHP) Analysis: Assessment of priority weights for different
basic criteria
The weighting factors/coefficients that are used to indicate the relative importance of each
criterion, are determined using analytic hierarchy process (AHP) analysis. To calculate the
weighting factors/coefficients, the AHP procedure developed by Saaty (1988) is applied [Saaty,
1988]. The AHP can be used to obtain the relative weight of each criterion in a group based on a
paired comparison.
Upon completion of the first three steps of the framework, AHP analysis is applied to carry out
assessment of priority weights for different basic criteria. Pairwise comparisons are used to
determine the relative importance among all basic criteria within groups. The importance is
quantified by using a scale with which one criterion dominates another. Comparisons are made
within groups to determine the relationship between the criteria indicated by each expert as
significant. In the final part of design-decision evaluation, AHP analysis is also used to carry out
the assessment of priority weights for different composite or second-level criteria. The weights in
the additive utility function (equation (29 or 30)) can be evaluated by pairwise comparisons of the
composite or second-level criteria. The comparison of two criteria is made at one time by
comparing the relative importance of going from the worst to the best value of two criteria. An
allocation of a total of 100 points to the two criteria reflects the judgement made of the relative
importance of each. For n criteria, n(n – 1)/2 comparisons are made. The pairs are randomised
before being used in the decision making process. This method is sometimes referred to as
“constant sum method” [Guilford, 1954] because of the allocation of a constant 100 points to the
pair in the comparisons. The rating method suggested by [Guilford, 1954] is utilised for all
comparisons where the degree of intensity or preference of the decision maker in the choice for
each pairwise comparison is rated on a point scale of 1-100. The quantities are then placed in a
matrix of comparisons. The use of Guilford’s constant sum method also allows the decisionmaker’s consistency of judgement to be monitored. The normalised average rating, sometimes
referred to as priority weight, is used to depict the relative significance of each factor.
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The following steps are used in AHP analysis:
Step 1: Form a matrix (Matrix A) using the points allocated to criteria in pairwise comparisons
[Cleland & Kocaoglu, 1981]:
Matrix A = aij
In this matrix aij represents the points assigned to j when it is compared with i.
Step 2: Form a second matrix (Matrix B) by calculating the ratios of reciprocal cells of matrix A –
where bij = aij / aji for all i, j except for i = j = 1.00.
Note that each row of matrix B contains the ratios of the judgmental values assigned by the
design engineering team to the various criteria.
Step 3: Divide each element of matrix B by the element in the same row of the next column. Do
this for columns 1 through n – 1, and form matrix C.
cij = bij / bi, j + 1 for i = 1,…,n and j = 1,…,n - 1
Step 4: Calculate the mean of the column values.
Step 5: Assign the value of unity to one particular criterion; calculate the rest using the mean
ratios obtained in step 4 above.
Step 6: Normalise the weights obtained in step 5.
Step 7: Repeat steps 3 to 6 for all possible orientations of the columns of matrix B. Note that there
are n! column orientations for n criteria.
The variance of values in n! column orientations in step 7 is a measure of inconsistency of the
subjective values used in pairwise comparisons. If a significant inconsistency of judgement by the
decision maker does occur, it is suggested that the decision maker has to re-evaluate his pairwise
comparisons in matrix A and go through the seven steps again. The detail computational process
of AHP analysis is demonstrated in the example shown in [Sii, 2001a, b]. The linguistic measure
of importance used in the AHP is displayed in Table 4.
Intensity of importance
10
30
50
70
90
20, 40, 60, 80

Table 4: Linguistic measure of importance, aij
Definitions
Equal importance
Weak importance
Strong importance
Demonstrated importance
Absolute importance
Intermediate values

Determination of Balancing Factors
The balancing factors p ( p £ 1) are assigned to groups of criteria and reflect the importance of
the maximal deviations, where maximal deviation means the maximum difference between a
criterion value and the best value for that criterion. The largest the value of the balancing factor,
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the greatest the concern with respect to the maximal deviation. For example, by assigning a high
balancing factor to the second-level criteria, the technical performance will not be substituted for
by another criterion such as cost. When p=1, all deviations are equally weighted. When p=2,
each deviation receives its importance in proportion to its magnitude. As the value p becomes
larger and larger, the deviation has more and more importance. As a general rule, p=3 or greater
should be assigned for limiting criteria (i.e., criteria where undesirable outcome might fatally flaw
a proposal); otherwise p=1 or p=2 seems to be a good choice [Paek et al, 1992] [Torno et al,
1988].
6.3 Framework #3: A Design-Decision Support Framework Using a Composite Structure
Methodology Based on Approximate Reasoning & Evidential Reasoning Method
A Design-Decision Support Framework
This section proposes a design-decision support framework using a composite structure
methodology based on approximate reasoning approach and evidential reasoning method for
design options evaluation for offshore engineering systems. The framework is an alternative
multi-criteria decision-making methodology to assist decision makers in solving the design
options selection problems. The framework is depicted in Figure 13 consisting of the following
steps:
Step 1: Identify and define the hierarchical structure consisting of criteria, sub-criteria, sub-subcriteria, etc.
Step 2: Group basic or first-level criteria (sub-sub-criteria) into progressively fewer, more general
groups (second-level criteria or sub-criteria)
Step 3: Use approximate reasoning approach (and/or Delphi method) to evaluate the basic criteria
and use fuzzy sets to represent the uncertainty in the basic criteria
Step 4: Use AHP method to determine the relative weights of these elements of the hierarchical
structure and use evidential reasoning method to synthesise all the related basic criteria
into second level criteria
Step 5: Define a utility space to evaluate the different second level criteria on the same scale
Step 6: Perform cost-safety-technical synthesis for each design option
Step 7: Compare various options along these criteria by computing the preference estimate for
each design option
Step 8: Rank the alternative options in order of preference degrees
Figures 13 and 14 depict the generic framework and the composite criteria. The following subsection will delineate each step in detail:
Step 1: Identify and define the hierarchical structure consisting of criteria, sub-criteria, subsub-criteria, etc.
The first step is to define all the basic criteria (first level) (sub-sub-criteria), second level criteria
(sub-criteria), and the system (criterion) that are used in the design-decision support evaluation
process. The selection plan contains the weighting procedure used to determine the safety, cost
incurred and technical adequacy of each option in the proposal and thus form the basis for making
an award. It is essential to list all the basic criteria, and the salient characteristics of each criterion.
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Step 2: Group basic criteria (first level)(sub-sub-criteria) into progressively fewer, more
general groups (second-level)(sub-criteria)
The composite structure procedure involves a step-by-step regrouping of a set of various basic
criteria to form a single criterion [Bogardi & Bardossy, 1983]. The composite structure is shown
in Figure 8 and the seven basic criteria are selected as critical and sensitive criteria in accordance
with the evaluation criteria specified in the request for proposal. The set of basic (first-level)
criteria is grouped into a smaller subset of second-level criteria. For example, the basic criteria
such as capital cost, maintenance cost, inspection cost can be grouped into cost in general, which
is an element of the subset of the second level criteria. The other two second-level criteria are
safety and technical performance. The third-level is considered as the final-level or composite
(system) criterion. This can be formed by combining the three second-level criteria (i.e., safety,
costs and technical performance) and turn it into the final composite system.
Step 3: Use approximate reasoning approach (and/or Delphi method) to evaluate the basic
criteria and use fuzzy sets to represent the uncertainty in the basic criteria
This step describes the trade-off analysis of each basic criterion using fuzzy set theory to address
the uncertainty. The values of the basic criteria for each design option are described in degrees of
belief in accordance with the pre-defined fuzzy expressions, grounded in fuzzy set theory. The
Delphi method is applied to improve the objectivity of degrees of belief assessment made by a
panel of experts.
Step 4: Use AHP method to determine the relative weights of the hierarchical structure and use
evidential reasoning method to synthesise all the related basic criteria into second level criteria
The evidential reasoning method is used to synthesise all the basic criteria belonging to a similar
attribute. This is to create a second-level criterion for further analysis. At the same time, AHP
method is used to assign weight for each of the basic or first level and second level criteria.
Step 5: Define a utility space to evaluate the different second level criteria on the same scale
This is to define a common utility space in order to convert all the second-level criteria of
different nature on the same scale. The second-level criteria are then mapped onto the utility
space and expressed in terms of the utility expressions, which will be described later.
Step 6: Perform cost-safety-technical synthesis for each design option
The evidential reasoning method is applied to carry out the composite synthesis of various
second-level criteria, i.e., cost, safety, and technical performance. This is to achieve the final
evaluation at a system level.
Step 7: Compare various options along these criteria by computing the preference estimate for
each design option
Design selection can be carried out on the basis of the preference degrees associated with the four
design options with regard to the particular considerations of cost, safety and technical
performance using the following expression [Wang et al, 1996]:
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Step 8: Rank the alternative options in order of preference degrees
It is obvious that a larger Pi means that design option i is more desirable. Each Pi represents the
extent to which design option i is preferred in comparison with others. The best design with the
largest preference degree may be selected on the magnitudes of Pi. The preference degrees
associated with four design options can be obtained by synthesising the safety and technical
performance associated with and cost incurred for each design options using evidential reasoning
approach. The numerical values are assigned here to describe the four utility expressions (i.e.
“greatly preferred”; “preferred”; “moderately preferred”; “slightly preferred”) in normalised
form as follows: Kj = [1; 0.8; 0.6; 0.2]. The attributes of cost, safety and technical performance
can be considered to carry different weights (i.e. having different degrees of importance) for
different situations while conducting the design selection process by using AHP method.
Safety Modelling
The three fundamental parameters used to assess the safety level of a maritime or offshore system
on a subjective basis are the failure rate, consequence severity and failure consequence
probability. Safety estimate is the only output fuzzy variable used in this study to produce the
safety evaluation for each element at the bottom level of a hierarchical system. These variables
are described linguistically as shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7, as well as in Tables 1, 2 and 3. In
Table 1, some numerical values for failure rates are given. Such values may vary with different
offshore systems. If such numerical values are not available at all, then, the modelling of failure
rates can also be carried out only based on subjective judgements. In safety assessment, it is
common to express a safety level by degrees to which it belongs to such linguistic variables as
“poor”, “fair”, “average”, and “good” that are referred to as safety expressions. A total number of
245 rules are developed as the rule base to carry out safety evaluation of a system. For instance,
Rule#1 is: IF failure rate is very low AND consequence severity is negligible AND failure
consequence probability is highly unlikely THEN safety estimate is “Good”. The complete rule
base, detailed safety modelling and results obtained are described in detail in [Sii, 2000].
Cost Modelling
The cost incurred for the safety and technical performance improvement associated with a design
option is usually affected by many factors. In the case of offshore structure design, substantial
reserve and residual strengths improvement are required to achieve a safe and reliable structure.
Reserve strength is measured by the ratio of the ultimate or collapse strength to the strength
necessary to resist design loads. The design loads are chosen to be caused by rare/extreme
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environmental events, usually with a return period of 100 years. The residual strength is measured
by the level of load at which the system can resist relative to the ultimate strength while in a
damaged condition. However, it is extremely difficult to assess the cost incurred in upgrading
these two strengths in quantitative terms. In addition, the maintenance cost, inspection costs also
attribute much uncertainty in carrying out cost estimation. Therefore, it is not surprising that
safety engineers often prefer to estimate costs incurred in safety and technical performance
improvement using linguistic variables. Under such considerations it may be more appropriate to
model the costs incurred in safety and technical improvement associated with a design option
using fuzzy sets with the aid of the Delphi method. The capital cost or maintenance cost or
inspection cost incurred for a design option can be described using linguistic variable such as
{‘very low’, ‘low’, ‘average’, ‘high’}, which are referred to as cost expressions. For example, a
safety engineer can assign a degree of belief as follows:
Design option #1: C1 = {1, ‘very low’; 0, ‘low’; 0, ‘average’; 0, ‘high’}
For Design Option #1 as shown above, a engineer assigns a degree of belief of 1 to ‘very low’,
and 0 for ‘low’, ‘average’, and ‘high’. The assignment of the four membership degrees to the four
cost expressions can be based on the engineering judgement and experience of the engineer in
terms of degrees of belief. A panel of engineer may be required to carry out such assignment.
Technical Performance Modelling
The basic criteria related to technical performance such as reliability, easy system integration,
supportability are used to describe the technical strength of each design option. These basic
criteria are assessed in a similar way based on engineering judgement and experiences of a team
of personnel with strong technical background. The term system integration indicates the ease of
installation of other related facilities onto the support structure. The term supportability describes
the friendliness of the structure to accommodate external support such as offshore support
vessels, maintenance or inspection support vessels, supply vessels, etc.. The Delphi method is
also applied to minimise the significant variance occurrence among the team on the assignment of
the degree of belief for each basic criterion for each design option. The reliability, or easy system
integration or supportability for a design option can be described using linguistic terms such as
those used for cost modelling, i.e., {‘very low’, ‘low’, ‘average’, ‘high’}, which are referred to as
technical performance expressions. For example, safety engineers can assign a degree of belief as
described:
Design option #1: T1 = {0.35, ‘very low’; 0.25, ‘low’; 0.15, ‘average’; 0.05, ‘high’}
A panel of engineers assigns for Design Option #1 as shown above a degree of belief of 0.35 to
‘very low’, and 0.25 for ‘low’, 0.15 for ‘average’, and 0.05 for ‘high’. Again, such an assignment
can be based on the engineering judgement and experience of the team in terms of degree of
belief.
Cost, Safety and Technical Performance Descriptions in the Utility Space
The selection of a design proposal relies on cost, safety and technical performance implications in
a particular situation. This requires the synthesis of cost, safety and technical performance
analyses for each design option in a rational manner. Since the cost, safety and technical
performance are described using fuzzy sets, it is appropriate that the evidential reasoning
approach be used to carry out such a synthesis in order to avoid loss of useful information.
However, as the safety and technical performance associated with and cost incurred for each
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design option are described in terms of safety, technical performance and cost expressions,
respectively. It is therefore necessary to define a utility space to evaluate cost, safety and
technical performance on the same scale to expedite the synthesis process using evidential
reasoning. Four utility expressions are defined as {‘greatly preferred’; ‘preferred’; ‘moderately
preferred’; ‘slightly preferred’}. The safety and technical performance expressions associated
with and cost incurred for each design option are then mapped onto the generalised utility space
and expressed in terms of utility expressions as shown in Table 4. For example, ‘greatly
preferred’ corresponds to ‘good’ in safety expressions, ‘very low’ in cost expressions and ‘high’
in technical performance expressions.
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7 AN OUTLINE OF OTHER MAJOR APPROACHES DEVELOPED
IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT
Apart from the above three novel frameworks described, the following risk modelling and
decision making approaches have also been produced:
Three typical multiple criteria decision analysis methods for safety and cost synthesis have been
studied in terms of their applicability to the maritime area. An example is used to compare the
results produced using diffident multiple criteria decision analysis methods (i.e. the additive
utility function approach, AHP and evidential reasoning approach). Their potential to be applied
in the design selection and optimisation processes has been studied [Yang et al, 2001].
Offshore software safety analysis has been investigated. A study of combining offshore system
safety analysis with software safety analysis has been carried out. The typical standards for the
development of safety-critical systems in several industrial sectors have been studied with
particular reference to formal methods. A generic offshore software safety analysis framework
has been proposed with discussions. A case study is used to demonstrate safety requirements
modelling for safety-critical software development [Wang, 2000].
A safety optimisation framework using Taguchi concepts has been developed with an example
demonstrating its use. Orthogonal arrays are used to study multiple parameters simultaneously
with a minimum of time and resources to produce an overall picture for more detailed safety
based design and operational decision making. The signal-to-noise ratio is employed to measure
quality, in this case, risk level. The outcomes produced using the described framework may
provide the fundamental knowledge for safety analysts to make safety based design and operation
decisions [Sii et al, 2001e].
A techno-economic modelling approach has been further studied in the context of offshore safety
based decision making. A techno-economic model has been developed and a multiple criteria
decision making tool has been used to process the model to produce the best design aspects and
operational strategies. Offshore safety can be optimised using this approach [Wang & Kieran,
2000][Wang et al, 2001b].
More detailed descriptions of the above approaches can be found in the attached papers in this
report.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
The first framework proposed in this report outlines and explains a philosophy for subjective
safety modelling for maritime risk analysis using approximate reasoning and evidential reasoning
approaches. Various knowledge acquisition techniques that could be used in developing fuzzy
linguistic variables and their membership functions to qualify risk levels are discussed. The
background of approximate reasoning based on fuzzy-logic-techniques and evidential reasoning
approach are outlined.
Fuzzy set theory enables uncertainties to be described mathematically and possessed in the
analysis of the structures. A safety assessment framework is designed based on approximate
reasoning and evidential reasoning approaches. The safety assessment of structures described
here takes into account non-stochastic uncertainties and subjective estimates of objective values
by expert judgements based on fuzzy set theory. It is possible by this means to obtain sufficiently
reliable safety related descriptions of the system under scrutiny for further processing.
The proposed safety assessment framework offers a great potential in safety assessment of
maritime systems, especially in the initial concept design stages where the related safety
information is scanty or with great uncertainty involved. Safety assessment using approximate
reasoning approaches can formulate domain human experts’ experience and safety engineering
knowledge; at the same time information of difference properties from various sources can be
transformed to become the knowledge base, used in the fuzzy logic inference process. The result
obtained from a case study [Sii, 2000] has demonstrated that such a safety model provides safety
analysts and designers with a convenient tool that can be used at various stages of the design
process of offshore engineering systems in performing risk analysis. The method described forms
a supplement to concepts and methodologies already in use for offshore safety assessment.
In the second and third cases, two safety-based design-decision support framework based on a
fuzzy-logic composite structure methodology to assist in decision-making under conditions of
vague or qualitative criteria were proposed. The frameworks are ideal for situations where the
evaluation criteria for the best option among alternatives are of unequal importance. The
proposed frameworks uses criteria that are subjective but with a high level of uncertainty. In the
second case, ranges of values were used for factors such as safety, capital cost, maintenance cost,
inspection cost, reliability, easily system integration and supportability. Whereas, in the third
case, the Delphi method is used to pool experts’ opinion in assigning degrees of belief to describe
those criteria that are having vital importance in design evaluation such as safety, capital cost,
maintenance cost, inspection cost, reliability, easily system integration and supportability. A final
ranking of the alternatives was obtained by using weighting factors and the evidential reasoning
method.
The results obtained from the case studies [Sii, 2001a, 2001b] suggest that the frameworks
provide powerful tools for comparing alternatives under subjective and uncertain evaluation
procedures. The approximate reasoning approach is based on fuzzy logic, which allows for
quantifying vague or qualitative ideas common in many multi-objective problems. In the
evaluation process, the evaluating criteria or objectives are rated against each other, forcing the
decision makers to decide what is most important to the final result. The Delphi method is used to
provide a more objective way in pooling the opinion and judgement from a panel of experts. Most
importantly, the process provides a result based on the degree to which each alternative meets
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each objective, thereby allowing for a decision based on factors that may have been overlooked in
conventional procedures.
Several other approaches such as the offshore software safety assessment approach and the
Taguchi method have also been investigated in this project. They can be used as alternatives to
the contribution to the improvement of offshore safety.
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